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Item VPL.0005.0241.0289 /.0290 

Transcription of Diary note for former Assistant Commissioner Stephen Leane 

25.11.14 Tuesday 

1130 Attended at the Office of DPP - John Champion 

-with Bruce Gardner 

+Fin McRae 

Discussed Witness F - Bendigo 

F.Mc Outlined history 

VPL.0005.0241.0532 

Comrie review - concerns raised re legal professional privilege I court related 

OP Loricated 

Produce of Loricated 

Bendigo Op - task Force in (illegible word) 

Discussed - case study (word appeal struck out) approach 

Conclusions - 4 state - 1 Cth - "findings" 

• Privilege ?? 

Raised issue re RV Lee 

Registered source 2005 - 2009 

UK case - Robinson Case 

Discussed Mr cooper lease - interests of client? 

Stepped through process - (illegible word) 

Link b/w handlers - Jim O'Brien - Informant - prosecutors 

DPP - paused conversation 

Duty - obligation to (word illegible) to DPP 

Process - ?? 

Appeal - no appeals lodged as yet 

Confidence in criminal justice system 

F.Mc - advice from my people is that we do not have a problem? 

- "we think there are (illegible words) controls in place'. 

Bruce - evidence not corroborated 

"unsafe convictions? Discretion of court to administer justice. 

One case study?? 

DPP - where to from here 
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F.Mc - if satisfied issue - would reopen. 

DPP - role of Michael Magarvie 

DPP to take to exec committee of DPP and get back to Fin McRae 
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